sinexcel | SVG Technical Specification
400V
Item

Sinexcel SVG 030/050

Sinexcel SVG 100

480V

690V

SinexceSVG
065/130/195/260

Sinexcel SVG
090/180/270/360

System parameters
Rated input line voltage

400V

480V

690V

Input phase voltage
range

-40%~+20%

-20%~+20%

-30%~+15%

Power grid frequency

50Hz/60Hz（range：45Hz ～ 63Hz）

50Hz/60Hz（range：
45Hz ～ 63Hz）

50Hz/60Hz（range：
45Hz ～ 62.5Hz）

Parallel operation

Unlimited

Overall efficiency

＞ 97%

Power grid structure

3P3W/3P4W

Sinexcel SVG
Static Var Generator

3P3W

CT

150/5 ～ 10,000/5

Circuit topology

3-level
Performance indicators

Single-module
compensation capacity

30/50kvar

100kvar

Response time

90kvar

＜ 15ms

＜ 20ms

Target power factor
Cooling mode

65kvar

Adjustable from -1 to +1
Smart air cooling: 220L/
sec

Smart air cooling: 405L/
sec

Noise level per module

1520L/secSmart air cooling: 380L/sec, 760L/sec,
1140L/sec, and 1520L/sec

＜ 65dB
Communications and monitoring capabilities

Communications ports

RS485, CAN, and network port

Communications
protocols

Modbus and PMBus

Alarm

Available

Monitoring

Monitoring module, and optional centralized monitoring modules
Mechanical properties

Mounting type

Rack-mounted, wall-mounted, and cabinet

cabinet

Cable entry mode

Rear entry for rack-mounted type; top entry for
wall-mounted type; top or bottom entry for cabinet

Top or bottom entry

Dimensions (W x D x H)
(mm3)

500*590*192（Rackmounted）
500*585*197.1（wallmounted type）

510×270×500（Rackmounted）

800×600×2200mm（cabinet）

Module net weight

35kg

48kg

290/380/470/560（kg）

Color

True color of plate coated with aluminum-zinc alloy, and black for wall-mounted type (customizable)
Environment requirement

Altitude

1500 m. Between 1500 m to 4000 m, according to GB/T3859.2, the power decreases by 1% for every
additional 100 m.

Operating temperature

-10 ～ 40 ℃

Relative humidity

5％～ 95％， non-condensing

Protection class

IP20 (other IP classes are customizable.)

IP20

SVG Selection Table
Transformer capacity
(kVA)

315

630

800

1000

1250

1600

2000

2500

Capacity

100

200

250

300

400

500

600

750

mounting
type

Cabinet

Cabinet

Cabinet

Cabinet

Cabinet

Cabinet

Cabinet

Cabinet

Number of
cabinets
(parallel
operation)

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

SVG
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To know more
about SVGs, use
your MicroMSG to
scan the following
two-dimensional
code.
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sinexcel | Difference between SVC and SVG
SVC (capacitor bank)
Operating Principle

sinexcel | Features

VS

1

SVG(STATCOM)

Operating Principle

- Reactive power compensation: COSφ=0.99
- Three-phase unbalance compensation
- Capacitive and inductive compensation: -1 to +1
- All these help avoid fine imposed due to a too low power factor

SVG works as a current
The reactive power
compensation principle
of CAP BANK is to utilize
the own properties of
capacitive capacitor and
inductive capacitor to
govern the power factor of
the,the grid.

Before compensation

After compensation

source, which alert the
power factor of the grid
with the reactive current
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Sinexcel SVG checks the load current through the external CT,
and performs computing through the external DSP to analyze
the reactive content of the load current. After that, it controls
the PWM signal generator based on the settings to send control
signals to the internal IGBT. In this way, it generates reactive
compensation current to implement dynamic reactive power
compensation.
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Component-based
- Concept of component-based design, with the same application mode as common reactive power compensation
- The capacity of a single module can be 50 kvar and 100 kvar, and the capacity of a single cabinet can be 500 kvar.
The cabinet is also customizable.
- Easy to use, transport, and maintain.

Capacitive reactive power compensation by Sinexcel SVG (vector graph)
PF=0.99 after reactive power compensation by Sinexcel SVG
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Capacitive
load

High stability and quick
- Real-time compensation, with the overall response time less than 15 ms
- Dynamic reaction time is less than 50μs.
- Free of over-compensation, under-compensation, and harmonic resonance.The compensation capacity is equal to
the installed capacity and is not affected by voltage drop.

generated by itself.

Power
grid

Outstanding performance

Multiple combination
- SVG for reactive power compensation
- SVG+SVC for reactive power compensation
- SVG+AHF for compensation

Current
Voltage

Sinexcel SVG
Inductive reactive
power compensation
by Sinexcel SVG

SVC use capacitors to grouping switch .Its output current is
step style,which usually leads to overcompensation or undercompensation. The power factor is between 0.8 and 0.9.

Power
environment with
capacitive reactive

Compensation current

SVG Compensation Performance

SVG can be seen as a Controlled Current Source,thus obtaining
compensation effect with the level of PF 0.99 and avoiding
over-compensation and under-compensation

Quick Response
Conventional compensation assemblies take at least 20 ms to
perform compensation.

The complete response time of SVG is less than 15 ms, and the
dynamic response time is less than 50 μs, making SVG a top

Conventional compensation assemblies make reactive power
compensation mainly by adjusting reactance through silicon
controlled regulator and several FC groups. However, resonant
amplification may easily occur and therefore causes incidents.
pick for a fast-changing environment.

The capacitor that comes with the SVG does not require the
installation of filter bank; therefore, resonant amplification will
not happen. In addition, as an active compensation device and
a current source SVG wards off resonance from the perspective
of mechanism, significantly improving completeness..

Only compensate inductive reactive power

It can compensate both inductive reactive power and capacitive
reactive power, as well as compensating reactive power in any
scope when working in concert with a fixed capacitor.

Conventional compensation assemblies rely on capacitors
to provide capacitive reactive power. The output of reactive
current is subject to the voltage of the grid, so the output of
reactive current will be low if the voltage of the grid is at low
level, which will cause compensation capacity to decline and
lead to inadequate compensation.

SVG is designed with active compensation circuit; therefore,
the voltage of the grid has little influence on the compensation
capacity. The output of reactive current matches the working
condition even when the voltage of the power grid is low.

To have better compensation effect, conventional
compensation assemblies require an installed capacity larger
than compensation capacity.

The compensation capacity of SVG is the same as the installed
capacity. Therefore, for a given compensation effect, the
capacity of SVG is 20% to 30% less than that of SVC.
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The system reactive
power compensation
can be completed
immediately right
at the startup of
the Sinexcel SVG.

Ideal
Compensation
Sinexcel SVG releases
compensation
current that has
the same capacity- but
an opposite phase,
as system reactive
current.

Real-time
Tracking
Sinexcel SVG can
make dynamic
and real-time
compensation
based on the
changes of system
reactive current

Reverse
Overlapping
After the
compensation
current is reversed
in its direction,
the system reactive
current overlaps with
the reactive current
released by
Sinexcel SVG.

Reactive current of the system

Sinexcel SVG’S compensated
reactive currents
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